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5780 RH Evening-Safe Brave Spaces 

Game of Thrones has ended. Which gave me ample time to empty and 

straighten my closet – thank you Marie Kondo (yes, this kittle does bring 

me joy). 

 I also got on a bit of a Brene Brown kick (as did millions of others- 

have I mentioned I love pop culture?!). I followed her to the Podcast 

called WTF with Marc Maron which uses decidedly different language 

than some of the other NPR shows I’ve heard.  While listening to Brown 

I was shocked to hear her talk about Shir Tikvah. You think I’m 

kidding? When asked about the state of the world she said: 

“We have to work for systemic change but while we are working on 

systemic changes, we still have to create safe, brave spaces where you 

can take off the armor.”1 

Did you hear us in there?!   

Sure, she didn’t actually say the words Shir Tikvah but as I listened, she 

spoke of places that valued each person as inherently worthwhile.  

Places where a person could shed their armor and feel secure.  She spoke 

in generalities about these places and in my mind’s eye, I saw us.   

I saw Shir Tikvah, when we are at our best, living the core values we 

enumerated and officially adopted last year.  I’m going to take the time 

to share with you a few of the visions that flashed into my head as 

Professor Brown spoke.  I do so for two reasons.  First, tomorrow I will 

be discussing the role that moments of joy play in our lives. These 

visions I am about to share with you are moments of communal joy so 

let us celebrate them together as we start the New Year. Second, I’d like 

to explore with you the role this and every safe, brave space can play in 

our lives as we work for systemic change in 5780. 

 
1 http://www.wtfpod.com/podcast/episode-1012-bren-brown?rq=Brene%20Brown 

http://www.wtfpod.com/podcast/episode-1012-bren-brown?rq=Brene%20Brown
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First, a peek at just a few of the moments of joy I have been honored to 

witness in our safe brave place. 

For most of the Shir Tikvah school year, it is dark by the time our 

Hebrew High School starts.  But you’d never know that if you walk into 

our sanctuary on a Wednesday at 6p.m.  Teenagers lounge comfortably 

in a circle, faces lit by candlelight as they talk, and sing, and laugh their 

way into the evening.   The energy in the room is familiar to anyone who 

has ever seen a group of teenagers allowed to be themselves-- it’s 

raucous.  But it is also something young people sadly rarely experience; 

it is completely safe.  Each one of them is known, celebrated and loved 

by peers and adults.  It is an hour and half free from the stresses of 

modern adolescence (which is extremely stressful). We don’t set the 

rules- they have set a standard for themselves that begins and ends with 

mutual respect.  And as a result of this combination of freedom and 

safety they can breathe.  Which in turn makes them louder!  No 

seriously, it is incredible to witness the transformations that occur on 

Wednesday evenings under Beth and Bailee’s care.  How joyful that our 

community recognizes the value of that safe space for our teens.  

Last June we gathered to celebrate Pride Shabbat, as we do every year.  

Our community’s living room, our sanctuary, was packed.  Toddlers 

played at the small table in the back, our high schoolers --festooned as 

living rainbows-- led a service with such spirit and intention it moved 

many to tears. Members of different generations told their stories: 

sometimes hilarious and sometimes painful. Each person there felt seen, 

secure and celebrated.  Founding members Connie and Bob Stollow who 

have three great-grandchildren made sure to find me after the service.  

They told me that when Shir Tikvah was founded everyone knew they 

were part of something special.  But they could never have imagined 

how incredible it would be to see their community grow into this 

audacious spiritual home for all.  They had tears in their eyes.  How 
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joyful that our community values creating that safe space for those our 

members who identify as LGBTQIA.    

Just a few weeks ago, on Friday September 6th our community gathered 

in the sanctuary to celebrate Shabbat. We’d been away from our regular 

service schedule in July and August.  It was in many respects, just an 

ordinary Friday night.  Not one of our “special” shabbatot where 

speakers pack the sanctuary leaving people to grab seats on the 

windowsills. On that early September night, it was just 100 or so people 

finding sanctuary in each other’s company and our tradition.  The energy 

and spirit in that room was incredible.  People approached me days 

afterwards and told me how powerfully good it felt to be back.  How 

joyful that our community values the wisdom of Shabbat and its effects 

on our modern lives.  

Each of these stories is different.  Different communities served.  

Different needs met.  Each of you is different, yes, but I would suggest 

that we all need the same thing. We need to reconnect to the versions of 

ourselves that we find when we experience peace and safety.  When the 

busy voices in our heads give way to the spaciousness.  

Author and activist Ross Gay said, “I often think that the gap in our 

speaking about and for justice or working for justice is that we forget to 

advocate for what we love, for what we find beautiful and necessary.  

We are good at fighting but imagining and holding in one’s imagination 

what is wonderful and to be adored and preserved and exalted is harder 

for us it seems.”2  Shir Tikvah is a community that deserves to be adored 

and preserved (exalted might be a step too far even for me). I want to be 

a part of a community that does great work, creates great moments and 

recognizes their importance rather than letting that goodness slip through 

our fingers.   So, let us pause, in the method offered by Judaism, when 

we notice a moment that is worth lifting up in gratitude.  Please join me 

in the she’hechayanu.   
 

2 Ross Gay, Krista Tippet-https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2019/02/11/loitering-is-delightful/ 

https://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2019/02/11/loitering-is-delightful/
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Now that we’ve recognized these moments how can we use them to fuel 

us as we go out into the world?  What is the connection between 

cultivating a safe brave space in your life and your ability to participate 

in Tikkun Olam- healing the world? 

As celebrated in the examples above, safe brave spaces allow us to be 

seen, heard and valued.  We listen to ourselves and others in these 

spaces with compassionate attention.  This allows us to soothe, nurture 

and heal.  We refuel with that kind of attention and then we can turn 

back to the broken world.  By fueling up we’ve done two things: we’ve 

connected to an energetic quality directing us towards healing AND 

we’ve exercised our compassion muscles making them stronger for the 

work ahead. Doing so makes it less likely that we will be overwhelmed 

by the amount of healing that must be done.   

There is a teaching of Rabbi Nachman’s that has been connected to 

music and is widely sung in the Jewish Youth Group and Camping 

world (Beth do we sing it?).  The teaching is “kol ha’olam kulo, gesher 

tzar maot, v’ha ikar lo l’pached clal.” “The whole world is a narrow 

bridge, but the main thing is not to be afraid.”  Except it turns out that 

isn’t the teaching.  My first-year chavruta partner at Hebrew Union 

College Rabbi Jill Zimmerman teaches: The root form of the verb “to 

fear” was changed to make the words fit the meter.  Grammarians should 

rejoice to hear what I’m about to say: the grammar matters. The verb 

form was originally yitp’cheid- a reflexive verb meaning something like 

“enfear” or “swamp oneself with fear” or be swamped by fear to the 

point of paralysis.3  The teaching should read: The whole world is a very 

narrow bridge, but the main thing is not to be swamped with fear.   

The presence of a safe brave space provides us insurance against being 

swamped.  When I am afraid for the future of this world, I return to our 
 

3 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XXFT3AnpeT_lcZfcu2mZVbysCrmLxZIFED-
7wTFunF0/edit?fbclid=IwAR1M9hXycCZkgMx1cAWzatnoHXpFJyABMwni8e7nmUCwG3UASkpibztHq04 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XXFT3AnpeT_lcZfcu2mZVbysCrmLxZIFED-7wTFunF0/edit?fbclid=IwAR1M9hXycCZkgMx1cAWzatnoHXpFJyABMwni8e7nmUCwG3UASkpibztHq04
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XXFT3AnpeT_lcZfcu2mZVbysCrmLxZIFED-7wTFunF0/edit?fbclid=IwAR1M9hXycCZkgMx1cAWzatnoHXpFJyABMwni8e7nmUCwG3UASkpibztHq04
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sanctuary on Friday nights. My armor falls away and I can refuel in our 

safe brave place. As a result, I no longer feel so flooded. I can proceed.  

It’s what I think our congregants were trying to describe to me after our 

return to regular Friday nights when they kept telling me how good they 

felt to be back but that the word good didn’t seem like enough.  In short, 

I believe our connection to this place enables us to have the chutzpah, 

the energy we need to go out and heal the world.  

There is a lot to be done in 5780- I’m not going to try to hide that truth 

from you today or any day.  But on Rosh HaShanah I am moved to 

celebrate the presence of this safe brave place in our lives.  And I invite 

you to consider how this place powers you into those miles between 

where we are now and where we want to be.  How do you use this place 

to refuel?  Think about whatever we do here that fills you up and ask 

yourself, given the state of the world, do you need to make more time to 

come and connect? (ok- its in the rabbinic contract- I’m obligated to 

invite you to come to synagogue more often!).  

And if you agree that this space helps energize the good work you do-I 

have one more suggestion- bring us with you.  Judaism is an intention 

setting practice.  We bless before we act – we raise up mundane 

activities like eating and drinking and make them sacred by directing our 

language and intention.  On your seat is a blessing for actions taken in 

the pursuit of justice4.  Stick in in your wallet (next to the shehechyanu I 

gave you last night). Next time you are about to act for justice, take out 

that blessing, and remind yourself that there is a reservoir of good that 

fuels your sacred work.   

Kein Y’hi Ratzon- Let is be so.    

 
4 https://reformjudaism.org/practice/prayers-blessings/daily-blessings-social-action 

https://reformjudaism.org/practice/prayers-blessings/daily-blessings-social-action

